BUILDing SCHOLARS Scholarship

ABOUT SCHOLARSHIP:
BUILDing SCHOLARS is a prestigious research-intensive training program, funded by the National Institutes of Health and reserved for students with a strong motivation to become researchers in biomedical, social, behavioral or health sciences or biomedical engineering.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
- U.S Citizen/Permanent Resident
- No More Than 60 Undergraduate Credit Hours
- Must Be in an Approved BUILD Major
- Minimum 3.3/87% GPA

*NOT intended for individuals interested in pursuing medical or dental school.

SCAN TO LEARN MORE

APPLY AT:
buildingscholars.utep.edu

Deadline:
January 8, 2023

For more information, contact us at buildingscholars@utep.edu
@buildingscholarsutep @buildingscholars

BUILDing SCHOLARS Scholarship
For Building Scholars, the University of Texas at El Paso